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About the Cat

Name of Cat: Approximate age: 
FIV Status: Test date:[            ]
Sex: Male/Female
Whether neutered: Yes/No
Whether microchipped: Yes/No.
Vaccination Status: F6V Initial and Booster Vax 

Booster required 2020/xx/xx

Comments
[Statement of cat’s current state of health on best efforts 
basis.]

Agreement

I, the undersigned,  agree that I will:

       [Vaccinate / Microchip / Neuter - actions as required:]

1. ... give the cat annual vaccination boosters, or as advised by my  veterinarian; 

2. ... locate a veterinarian so that I can take the animal immediately in an emergency.

3. ... take the cat to a veterinarian at least once a year for a checkup; 

4. ... in principle, keep the cat indoors at all times. [Unless CATNIP agree in writing that 
the area is suitable for a cat to go outside.] 

5. ... fit a collar, with a name-tag containing contact details. 

6. ... care for this  cat in a responsible manner, as befitting a companion animal;

7. ... contact CATNIP within 48 hours if the animal should go missing.

I also agree that:

1. If I become unable to care for this animal, I will not give or sell or transfer it to another 
person without permission from CATNIP; 

sample mogus japonicas
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2. I will provide appropriate treatment for this animal in the event of illness or accident 
and will not allow it to suffer. When treatment is not possible or suffering is imminent, I 
will have the animal euthanised by a competent veterinarian. 

3. [Any term specific to this particular cat.]   

[If the cat has not been neuter/spayed before it is rehomed, due to age and NPO CATNIP are 
responsible for the neuter/spaying…]

I agree that NPO CATNIP while have full legal and moral authority to make any and all 
medical decisions pertaining to the cat while it is temporarily in its care, including 
euthanasia, should the vet recommend that. In such a case, NPO CATNIP’s total financial 
liability will not exceed the rehoming fee.

I acknowledge that:

1. NPO CATNIP retains the right to call on the animal at any time without notice;

2. This animal is in good health unless otherwise stated. CATNIP will not be held 
responsible for any illness or fees incurred in the treatment of illness from the date of 
this form.

3. Microchip contact details will be NPO CATNIP’s unless I leave Japan.

4. NPO CATNIP retains the right to take an animal back into its care should its standards 
and conditions not be met. Adoption fees will not be refunded under these 
circumstances.

Catnip name, address and signature

Rehomers name, address and signature. 


